BELGRAVE
OAK

Balancing exquisite design with timeless appeal, the Signature Collection boasts superior quality manufacturing
and attention to detail. Every piece is both beautifully proportioned and uniquely styled, effortlessly blending the
finest materials with cutting-edge technology and intricate craftsmanship. The result is a selection of exceptional
ranges for those with discerning taste.
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BELGRAVE
OAK

Belgrave is a classically styled design with beautifully hand-crafted marquetry tops using knotty
oak solid timbers and veneers. Each piece of furniture reflects the intensified natural characteristics of rustic oak wood such as knots, mineral streaks pinholes, sapwood, saw marks and
wood colour variation. These natural variations in colour, grain and random positioning of
knots are inherent characteristics and add to the attraction of the wood, resulting in an individuality that is unmatched by regular furniture. The range is completed with bold bespoke
handles in a rich antique brass finish and generous upholstered chairs in a choice of antique
faux leathers and plush velvets. BLUM soft closing drawers add that extra refinement to what
is a timeless classic.

3004-09UB-RE

3004-09UB-RT

3004-3

6-8 EXTENSION
DINING TABLE
3004-3
Closed: 190cm x 100cm x 76cm h
Open: 240cm x 100cm x 76cm h
UPHOLSTERED CHAIR - OAK
tan faux leather
3004-09UB-RT
espresso faux leather
3004-09UB-RE
48cm x 64cm x 89cm h

UPHOLSTERED CHAIR
dark blue velvet fabric
5680-09U-VDB
gun metal velvet fabric
5680-09U-VGU
sea green velvet fabric
5680-09U-VGN
crimson velvet fabric
5680-09U-VCR
48cm x 64cm x 89cm h

CONSOLE TABLE
3004-19
118cm x 38cm x 79cm h

COFFEE TABLE
3004-05
119cm x 63cm x 46cm h

ENTERTAINMENT UNIT
3004-25
138cm x 44cm x 57cm h

UPHOLSTERED BAR CHAIR
tan faux leather
3004-09BSUB-RT
espresso faux leather
3004-09BSUB-RE
46cm x 64cm x 109cm h

3004-22

3004-25

LAMP TABLE
3004-04
51cm x 51cm x 56cm h

3004-09BSUB-RE

3004-09BSUB-RT

3.

3004-15

3004-04

5680-09U-VCR

5680-09U-VGN
3004-19

5680-09U-VGU

3004-05

5680-09U-VDB

2.

WIDE SIDEBOARD
3004-15
157cm x 49cm x 88cm h

DOUBLE DISPLAY CABINET
3004-22
102cm x 39cm x 200cm h

1.

4.
1. DOUBLE DISPLAY CABINET 2. COFFEE TABLE FEATURE 3. HANDLE AND DRAWER PROFILE FEATURE
4. LAMP TABLE FEATURE
Please note, product measurements may vary slightly from those stated within. Our material specification refers to the exterior components.
Man-made materials may be used as part of the internal construction.
Partial assembly required.
Full self-assembly required.
All copyright, design rights and intellectual property rights existing in our design and products and in the images, text and design of this marketing material are and will remain the property
of Bentley Designs (UK) Ltd. We will treat any infringement of these rights seriously.

